MOBILITY & STORAGE

Fine Art Transport | Moving | Relocation | Records Management

FINE ART
SOLUTIONS

+
• Tailored service
• Maximum security
• Global management

Project management

Transport & Storage
• Packaging and handling of

•

Storage

facilities

offering

• Complete fitting out of rein

coordination

with

works of art by our qualified staff

temperature and humidity control,

sidences

and manufacture of crates by our

in line with strict safety standards

architects and interior designers

in-house carpentry service

along with bonded warehousing

• Museum exhibitions: packing
and shipping of works of art, assistance to couriers and supervision
of the operations in the airports

• Art shows and fairs: advice on
• Logistics expertise for national

• Viewing rooms available to

event planning, customs formalities

• International network of agents

and international transports and

examine, take photographs or for

management and installation of the

who are selected in line with strict

private exhibitions

artworks on the stands

quality standards to carry out any

customs formalities management

type of project throughout the world

HUMAN
RESOURCES
SOLUTIONS

+
• Single point of contact
• Online monitoring tool
• Global expertise

International move

Relocation service

• Pre-move survey carried out

• Logistics and administra-

• Discovery: a day to discover the

• Schooling: advice and assistan-

by a trained professional to

tive management of the move

new environment and prepare the

ce during visits of public or inter-

benefit from personalised

ad-

including the required customs

search for accommodation

national schools

vice and ensure cost efficiency

formalities and insurance cove• Search for temporary and / or

• Settling-in assistance: ope-

permanent accommodation: a

ning a bank account, looking for

rage
• Door-to-door service: from
the careful packing of personal

• Furniture storage service to

network of property management

a sports club, preparing a list of

belongings to the delivery in the

keep personal belongings in op-

companies offering access to a

GPs, etc.

new residence

timal conditions

large choice of housing

GENERAL
SERVICES
SOLUTIONS

+
• Anticipating costs
• Complying with deadlines
• Integrated solution

Office relocation

Records management

• Individually-tailored advice

• Furniture removal: organisa-

•

and studies: feasibility study,
planning and budget forecasts,
assessments of the resources

of

• Secure storage in a private or

tion of the transfer and / or re-

documents:

collection,

grouped space or in safes: sto-

moval, advice on fitting out and

advice on filing and indexing the

rage solutions adapted to the level

recovery solutions to reduce

archives using an intuitive coding,

of confidentiality required

costs

and solutions for their destruction

Complete

management
on-site

• Easy access and consultation

• Handling of special equip• Project management: a single

• Digitization of archives to free

thanks to daily deliveries of ar-

and reconnection by specialists

point of contact for both techni-

space and benefit from immediate

chives or their consultation in our

(IT equipment, medical devices,

cal and administrative questions

access to documents

visiting rooms

ment: disconnection, transfer

etc.)

The Art of Moving Forward
– a family business which combines tradition and innovation –

cation, records management and
relocation services. Development
has been widespread in Switzerland with the construction of several storage locations and the
opening of subsidiaries throughout
the country.
• It is a privilege for me today to
Isabelle Harsch, CEO
• It all began in 1957 when
my grandfather, Henri Harsch,
founded the company of the same
name. At that time he specialised
in the transport of works of art. His
foremost priority was to guarantee
complete security for the works
by providing his clients with a topquality service.
• The story continued in 1973
when my father, Bertrand Harsch,
joined him to play an active role in
the development of the company.

continue this family business and
guide it into the 3rd generation. I am
committed to carrying out this task
well and preserving the values laid
down by the previous generations
while at the same adapting the
company to the marketplace.
• The Art of Moving Forward
echoes this idea. The goal of our
company is to continue to progress
while maintaining the legacy of the
past. Today, the quality can not
only be seen in the work carried out
but also in the innovative solutions
offered to clients.

Success was not long in coming
with the creation of new services:
international moves, office relo-

www.harsch.ch
Geneva | Lausanne | Basel | Zurich

